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For this worksheet, you'll need to download the data �les (listed in item 1) from:

http://psy.swan.ac.uk/staff/carter/unlinked/matlab/

Hints are given on page 2, whilst the answers are given on page 3. Try to resist the
temptation to look them up until you've had a good go, and don't worry about getting
things wrong �rst; you learn more by �xing errors than you do by getting it right straight
away.

1 Questions

1. Import temps_1_wick.tsv, temps_3_durham.tsv and temps_5_eastbourne.tsv.
You should now have three variables, W (for Wick), D (for Durham), and E (for
Eastbourne). The data in the �les are stored in tab-separated-values format; missing
values are just empty columns.

2. The stations started recording data on di�erent dates. Use Matlab (rather than just
looking!) to �nd the start year of each station. Note the year of the last station to
start recording.

3. Crop the matrices so that they have the same number of years. Use a Matlab
operation to identify the row at which to start/stop the cropping. Use the starting
year from the station that was the last to start recording.

4. Create a new matrix called MAXT for the Wick station, containing year, month,
and maximum temperature.

5. Now append to this new matrix the maximum temperature columns from Durham
and Eastbourne. Assume that the rows from the di�erent stations correspond to
the same dates (they should be by now).

6. Plot the maximum temperatures of each of the stations (ignore date) using a ribbon
plot.

7. Label each axis with the letter corresponding to its name (e.g. 'X' for the X axis).

8. The plot places the origin at the front, which means that higher values of Y (i.e.
later dates) are at the back of the plot. This gives it the appearance of going back
in time. To correct this, reverse the direction of the Y axis.
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2 Hints

1. Use the Matlab import wizard, or look up importdata() in the online help.

Alternatively, look up testscan(). For Octave, look up dlmread().

The importdata() function returns the result in a structured variable; which you
probably haven't seen before. Look up Structure Array.

2. This should be pretty straightforward.

3. Look up the find() function.

To delete a matrix (or some part of a matrix), just make it equal to an empty
matrix.

4. Straightforward.

5. Read the section on appending rows and columns in overhead �le 002intro.pdf.

6. Look up the ribbon() function.

7. Look up the xlabel() function.

8. Look up the set() function, and gca.
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3 Answers

1

Right-click on the �le name in the Current Folder pane.

Select Import Data...

Click the Next> button.

Click Finish button.

If Matlab reports that some names already exist, click OK to overwrite them (but make
sure you have already renamed the data variable to the name of the station, see next
step).

Rename the data variable to the name of the station (Wick, Durham and Eastbourne).

Perform the renaming either by right-clicking on the variable in the Workspace and se-
lecting Rename, or by issuing the command WICK = data; (change the station name to
suit).

M = importdata( 'temps\_1\_wick.tsv ' );

WICK = M.data;

Alternatively:

file = fopen( 'temps\_1\_wick.tsv ' );

C = textscan( file , '%d %d %f %f %d %f %f', ...

'delimiter ', '\t', headerlines ', 4 );

C is a cell-array that contains each column (all rows) of the data �le in a single cell of the
cell-array

2

W(1,1) returns 1914

D(1,1) returns 1818

E(1,1) returns 1959

Eastbourne, 1959
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3

WX = find( W(: ,1) <1959 );

W(WX ,:) = [];

and same for Durham. No need to do Eastbourne since it already has the correct starting
point.

4

MAXT = W(: ,1:3);

5

MAXT = [MAXT , D(:,3), E(:,3) ];

6

ribbon( MAXT (: ,3:5) );

7

xlabel('X');

and so on.

8

set( gca , 'YDir ', 'reverse ' );
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